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Overview

Introduction
Bones & Banners is a game with dice and cards where armies
clash on fairytale battlefields. Players commands their own
army decks and need to defend allied lands and conquer enemy
lands to win the game. Players can strengthen their armies with
new army units and also build buildings and hire advisors to
better their odds.

Winning Condition
The first player to control land cards with a total value
of 1.000 Gold is the winner.
In the event of a tie the game continues until one player
controls more land cards than the other.

Components
• 1 rulebook
• 8 action dice
• 143 cards
o 2 homeland cards
o 30 land cards
o 72 unit cards divided into:
▪

32 loyalist unit cards (4 of each)

▪

40 recruitment unit cards (1-2 of each)

o 18 building cards
o 16 advisor cards
o 1 initiative token card
o 2 shuffle cards
o 2 rules reference cards
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Setup

Setting Up a Game
•

Each player shuffles sixteen loyalist unit cards face down forming an
Army Deck.
2x Halberdiers 2x Footsoldiers 2x Woodkeepers 2x Archers

2x Cavalry

2

2x Knights

2x Cleric

2x Wizard

•

Each player puts a Shuffle card at the bottom of their Army Deck.

•

Each player is given a Homeland card to keep in front of them. This is
the start of your Controlled Land pile.

•

Shuffle all remaining unit, advisor, building and land cards into four
individual piles. The unit card pile will be called the Recruitment Pile.

•

Turn the top three unit cards in the Recruitment Pile face-up creating a
Reserve Tableau.

•

All Action Dice are placed at the middle of the table in a Dice Pool.

•

The Initiative Token card is randomly handed out to one player.

•

Use the lid of the game as a Lost Pile for card that leave play.

Setup
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Card Types

Lands
Your main goal in the game is to take control of lands by contesting them.
Gold Value
When you take control of a land you earn
its gold value which counts towards the
1.000 gold you need to win the game.

Activation Effects
At the beginning of each round players
simultaneously select one of the lands
they control and activate that card. Some
effects are resolved directly while others
stay active for the rest of the round.

Units
Your army is made up of unit cards that can contest land cards and attack or
defend other unit cards.
Unit Type
Activation Symbol
All units have one or two dice symbols
that they can be activated with.
Banners
Some units carry banners and the more
banners a unit has the better it is at
contesting lands and fighting other
units.
Unit Actions
These actions are resolved when the
unit card is revealed.
Loyalist Tag
Units that start in your Army
Deck at the beginning of the
game are marked with the
Loyalist tag.
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Conditional Effects
Some units have conditional effects that
activate under specific circumstances.

Card Types

Buildings
Buildings are cards that give you long term benefits. Buidings needs to be
built before you can use them but after that you can use them several times.
Targeting
Some buildings that target units or
lands have a golden arrow at the top of
the card that you should point at the
target when the building is activated.
Building Action
Buildings that have been successfully
built can be activated at any time the
card text allows.
Conditional Effects
Some buildings have conditional
effects that activate under specific
circumstances.

Advisors
Advisors are one time use cards that can be played from your hand to swing
the game in your favour.
Advisor Action
Each advisor has their own situational
one-time ability.

The effects of an advisor are instantly
resolved before the game continues but
not before any effects in progress have
been resolved.

This means that a player can not play
an advisor until after the effects of an
advisor played previously has been
resolved.
After the effects of an advisor has been
resolved it is sent to the Lost Pile.
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Gameplay

I. Preparation Phase

• At the beginning of each round the players will
activate one of their controlled lands for its effect.
Both players simultaneously select one of their lands
by putting it face up on top of the rest of their
controlled land cards and in Clockwise Initiative
Order perform the action printed on it.
The very first round both players will activate their
Homeland since that is the only land in their control.

• Next, deal two land card from the Land Pile face up to
the centre of the table. These are the land cards that the players will try
to take control of during this round.
For every land card still in play from a previous round you add one less
land card to the table. This means that there will always be no more than
two land cards up for contest at centre of the table each round.
• Finally roll all the dice in the Dice Pool and group them by result.

II. Strategy Phase
In Clockwise Initiative Order players get to either:
A. Pick one die from the Dice Pool.
B. Choose which land from the centre of the table to
ally with for this round.
When you pick an allied land turn it face down with
the Allied Land text towards you.
This is repeated until each player has four dice in front
of them and one allied land face-down at the center of
the table.

III. Build Phase
In Clockwise Initiative Order each player chooses if
they want to build a building by playing it from their
hand face-down under their allied land.
No more than one building can be built on each land
and you can only build on your allied land.
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Gameplay

IV. Tactical Phase
It is now time for the players to activate their dice.
Order of Activation
The players that have a die showing a Boot symbol activate them one die at
a time beginning with the player that has the Initiative Token.
When all dice showing a boot has been activated dice showing a Shield
symbol are activated in the same way, then dice with Sword, then dice with
Bow, then dice with Horse. Finally Magic dice are activated.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Boot

Shield

Sword

Bow

Horse

Magic

This means that players will be activating their dice back and forth
and often players will get to act more than once in a row.
Activation Options
When you activate a die you have the following options:
a.

Activate a Unit by playing a unit card face down on the
table, placing the die on top of the card with the golden
arrow on the back of the card aiming towards the land or
unit that is targeted. Units with the Banding ability can
be activated with two matching dice at the same time to
trigger it’s effect.

b.

Recruit a Unit by drawing a card from the top of the Recruitment
Pile. You have the option to switch this card with any of the three faceup unit cards in the Reserve Tableau. The unit card you settle on then
goes in your hand and the activated die is moved to the side to show
that it has been used.

c.

Buy an Advisor or a Building by drawing a card from either the
Advisor Pile or the Building Pile to your hand. The activated die is
moved to the side to show that it has been used.
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Gameplay

V. Combat Resolution Phase
Resolve all units targeting other units in the following way:
•

Reveal all units that target other units.

•

Any unit revealed to not match their die is considered a Bluff and is
sent to the Lost Pile.

•

Units protecting other units will Retreat or be Lost in place of the
protected unit.

•

Units that are Protected ignore attacks from enemy units.

•

Any Slayed unit is sent to the Lost Pile.

•

When a unit Duel another unit compare the banners of both units:

•
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o

If a unit has less banners than the other it is sent directly to the
Lost Pile.

o

If both units have the same number of banners both units Retreat
to the bottom of their owner’s Army Deck.

o

If the attacked unit has more banners it stays in play.

Finally all units that are no longer active Retreat to the bottom of their
owner’s Army Deck.

Gameplay

VI. Contest Resolution Phase
Resolve all land contests individually in the following way:
•

•

Players contesting a land alone automatically gain control of the land.
o

All units Retreat to the bottom of their Army Deck without being
revealed.

o

If an enemy building is being built it goes straight into the
conquering players hand as a Raid reward.

When several players contest the same land all units are flipped face up
to reveal their banner count.
o

Any unit revealed to not match their die is considered a Bluff and
is sent to the Lost Pile.

o

If a player has more banners present they conquer the land and the
card goes to that player’s pile of controlled lands. If an enemy
building is being built it goes into this player’s hand as a Raid
reward.

o

A Stalemate will occur if no player gains control of the land. The
land stays face-down, and all units remain face-up and in play for
the next round. End of contest effects are not triggered since the
land contest continues for another round.

VII. End Phase
If a single player has earned 1.000 Gold or more that player is the winner!

Until then (or in the event of a tie) the game continues and the game area is
reset as follows:
•

All buildings under construction that are still in play are flipped face up
in front of its owner.

•

All dice goes back to the Dice Pool. That means that face-up unit cards
part of a Stalemate lose their dice and will lose any Banding bonuses.

•

Finally pass the Initiative Token clockwise and start the next round
with a new preparation phase.
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Quick References

Terminology
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Advisor

One-time use cards that you can buy with dice
and use after the end of the round. (p.5, p.7)

Allied land

Land you can gain control over through contest
where you may also build buildings. (p.4, p.6)

Army Deck

A deck per player from where unit cards are drawn to
the hand. Retreating units go to the bottom of the
Army Deck and is shuffled when the Shuffle card is
drawn. (p.2)

Banding

Units with this ability has effects that are triggered
when they are activated with two matching dice. (p.7)

Bluff

Activating a unit with a die that does not match.
If a Bluff is revealed the unit is sent to the Lost Pile.
(p.8, p.9)

Build

Once per round you may play a building from your
hand by sliding it under your allied land card. (p.6)

Building

Powerful cards that you can buy with a die that needs
to be built before they can be used. (p.5)

Clockwise
Initiative Order

Clockwise turn order beginning with the player
that currently has the Initiative Token.

Contest

Contest a land for its gold value. The player with the
most banners at the end of a Contest gains control
of the land. (p.10)

Controlled lands

Pile of lands that you have control over including the
homeland card that you started with.

Dice pool

Where all rolled dice are kept together. (p.3)

Duel

Two units in a measure of strength resolved by
comparing the number of banners each unit has.
(p.8)

Quick References
Enemy land

Land you can gain control over through contest
and where you can raid enemy buildings being built.

Hand

The unit, advisor and building cards that you
have drawn to your hand.

Homeland

A land card you start the game with. (p.4)

Land

Cards that gives you an effect to activate at the
beginning of each round. (p.4)

Lost

Send a unit out of play to the Lost Pile.

Lost Pile

Where all cards that have left play are kept
preferable in the lid of the box.

Protect

Protect a unit from any attack. (p.8)

Protected from…

Protects a unit from a specific attack type. (p.8)

Raid

Prevent a building from being built by
conquering the land it is being built at. Raided
buildings go into the raiding players hand. (p.9)

Recruit

Recruit new units by drawing a face-down card
from the Recruitment Pile to keep or switch the
card for one of the three face-up unit cards in the
Reserve Tableau. (p.7)

Retreat

Send a unit to the bottom of its owner’s Army Deck.

Shuffle Card

When the Shuffle card is drawn the Army Deck is
shuffled and the Shuffle card is returned to the
bottom of the deck.

Slay

Send an enemy unit to the Lost Pile. (p.8)

Stalemate

When a Stalemate occurs during a land contest
the land card, and all units stay in play for another
round. (p.9)
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Quick References

Table Reference
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Building
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Your
Army Deck

Used die
Your hand

Achivements
Level I






Slay an Enemy Unit.
Duel an Enemy Unit and win the Duel.
Protect a Banding Unit.
Conquer a Land with a Bluff.
Conquer a Land with a Banding unit.

Level II






Reveal a Bluff with a Fortune Teller.
Conquer 2 Lands in a single round.
Return a Charge Unit to your Hand with a Necromancer.
Buy a Building after playing a Stonemason and put it into play.
Conquer an Allied Land with a lonely Cleric without Bluffing.

Level III






Take control of 3 Forests.
Make a successfully play with the Sorceress.
Conquer an Allied Land with a lonely Stone Wall.
Conquer an Enemy Land with a lonely Wurm.
Play a Squire during a Stalemate.

Level IV





Ambush an Ogre or Axe-Maidens after building a Fletcher’s Hut.
Destroy a Stone Wall or Moat with a Dame at the same Enemy Land.
Contest an Allied Land with a Watchdog that has 5 banners.
Enchant a Banding Sergeant with an Apothecarian.

I. Preparation phase
•

Each player selects which of their Controlled lands they will activate.

•

Put land cards face down in the middle of the table from the Land Pile
until the total number of lands equals the number of players (excluding
players that already have an Allied land card in play from the
previous round as the result of a Stalemate).

•

All dice are rolled together in a single Dice pool.

II. Strategy phase
•

In clockwise initiative order perform one of the following actions until
both players have one Allied land and four dice in front of them:
A. Pick one die from the Dice pool.
B. Choose an Allied land for this round.

III. Build phase
•

In clockwise initiative order players may choose to play one Building
from their hand by sliding it under their Allied land.

IV. Tactical phase
Dice are activated in the following order…

Boot

Shield

Sword

Bow

Horse

Magic

…to perform one of the following actions:
A. Activate a Unit.
B. Recruit a Unit.
C. Buy an Advisor or a Building.

V. Combat resolution phase
•

Resolve actions between units.

VI. Contest resolution phase
•

Resolve Land Contests by counting unit banners.

VII. End phase
If a single player has 1.000 Gold they win the game.
If there is no single winner the game continues:
•

Buildings that are being built are put into play.

•

The Initiative Token is passed clockwise to the next player.

